Friends Around the World

**HOW TO SAY "FRIENDS" IN: SPANISH**

Amigos

(It sounds like: “uh-MEE-gohs”)

**HOW TO SAY "FRIENDS" IN: MANDARIN CHINESE**

Péngyou

(It sounds like: “pung-YO”)

**HOW TO SAY "FRIENDS" IN: FRENCH**

Amis

(It sounds like: “AH-mee”)

**HOW TO SAY "FRIENDS" IN: TURKISH**

Arkadaşlar

(It sounds like: “ar-kah-DASH-lahr”)

**HOW TO SAY "FRIENDS" IN: GERMAN**

Freunde

(It sounds like: “FROYN-duh”)

**HOW TO SAY "FRIENDS" IN: HINDI**

Dost

(It sounds like: “DOH-st”)

**HOW TO SAY "FRIENDS" IN: JAPANESE**

Tomodachi

(It sounds like: “TOH-moh-DAH-chee”)

**HOW TO SAY "FRIENDS" IN: SWAHILI**

Marafiki
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